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A Statement of Position
A Statement of Position presented to the Armed Services Committee of the
United States Senate concerning peacetime conscription and the Christian conscience
against war.
Presented to this committee at the public hearing, March 31, 1948, Washington,
D. C, on behalf of the Mennonite Central Committee, Akron,
Pennsylvania.
With clear expression of concern and conviction, Don E. Smucker spoke to the Senate
Armed Services Committee on Wednesday
afternoon, March 31, on behalf of the MCC
Peace Section and its constituency. He
pointed out that Mennonites, though penhaps more intimately acquainted with persecution and oppression than many other
Christian groups, have not and do not now
avenge their oppressors, but endeavor to
forgive their enemies, go the second mile,
be longsuffering, overcome evil with good,
and obey God rather than men. He warned
that militarism is un-Christian and that
"They that take the sword shall perish with
the sword." Many nations have sought to
avoid this law, but have nevertheless been
subject to God's judgment. This nation also
must recognize the judgment of God.
America has had a special cup of blessings
because it has sought its destiny apart from
brutality, conscription, dictatorship, and the
suppression of liberties. While registering

these convictions, he also expressed our
goodwill toward our government and our
desire to be loyal, useful citizens as we
maintain our allegiance to the supreme law
of Christian love.
A rather large group of interested people from the eastern area also had been informed of this hearing and were present
in the gallery of the room. Senator Chan
Gurney, Chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, expressed appreciation for the
testimony given. A few moments earlier,
in connection with the testimony of the National Service Board for Religious Objectors, Senator Gurney had given assurance
that in any bill recommended by his committee, provision would be made for persons
with conscientious 'objection to military
service. There seems to be more support
in Congress for a short-term limited draft,
than for a longer-term system of universal
military training for all young men.

I
I am Rev. Don. E. Smucker of Chicago,
111., a teacher in the Mennonite Biblical
Seminary. I am the duly authorized representative of the Mennonite Central Committee whose supporting churches number
over 125,000 baptized members in the
United States.
It is with a heavy heart that our organization makes this witness to the elected representatives of the United States. This is
true because we share the concern of our
fellow-citizens over the dangers of this
disturbed era; this time of wars and rumors of wars. We have been here before
in other moments testifying to the nature
of the Gospel as we understand it. And,
also testifying to our experience in many
different situations. Today's testimony is
part of an unbroken witness since coming
to America in 1685; a witness extending
back to the days of the Reformation in Holland and Switzerland when the church was
started.

ed. Later, in the years 1923—30, 25,000
of our people left the Soviet Union, going
to Canada, Mexico and Paraguay. Finally,
in one of the thrilling yet sorrowful stories
of the second World War, 30,000 Mennonites were able to leave Russia in 1943. Of
these 20,000 have disappeared. 10,000 are
accounted for in refugee camps in Denmark and in new migrations to Paraguay.
A very small number have come here to
the U.S.A. Indeed, the Mennonites knew
the meaning of brutality, war, conscription and dictatorship thoughout Europe
but particularly under the Czars and Communists of Russia.

II
For the above reasons we are in no mood
to deny the seriousness of the crisis; not
to underestimate the precious reality of
freedom of conscience. On the other hand,
throughout our history we have not permitted political and military circumstances
to alter the unchanging commandments of
Jesus Christ as we have read them in the
Few Christians have known the sting of
New Testament. As a matter of fact,
war and the crushing effects of conscription
Christ, Himself, did not base His work
better than the various groups of Mennonfor us on our reaction to Him. The Apostle
ites. Since Reformation days we have been
Paul observed this fact when he wrote:
refugees from bitter persecution of ruth"But God commended His love toward us
less governments and intolerant religious
in that while we were yet sinners, Christ
movements.
died for us." The Apostle John declares
In more recent times the most perfect that"God so lotted the world that, He gave
illustration of our witness has been the His only begotten Son that whosoever besituation in Russia. The Mennonites of lieveth in Him should not perish but have
South Russia were of original Dutch stock, everlasting life." Thus God's motive in
coming to Russia by way of Prussia where sending Christ was love.
they had not liked German militarism.
When the Czars withdrew military exempAnd it is precisely this principle which
tion in 1874, 10,000 came to Kansas. Ne- is basic in the Christian life. We, too, are
braska, the Dakota? and Minnesota. Under called to forgive our enemies, to go the
the Communist regimes thousands perish- second mile, be long-suffering, love our

neighbors as ourselves, forgive seventy
times seven, overcome evil with good, to
embark on a ministry of reconciliation
through Christ beyond racial, class and
national barriers and to obey God rather
than man.

Ill
All this is not in conflict with good
citizenship but is necessary for it. Our
own experience as a Christian community
has shown that disaster results whenever
nations ignore these basic Christian teachings. All over the world nations have
perished by disobeying God and flaunting
the Christian law of love. Today the teachings of Jesus Christ and over 400 years experience with war and conscription recall
us to the urgency of these lessons of faith
and painful experience.
Conscription for war we consider unChristian. And what is wrong is dangerous and suicidal.
Various nations have always thought
they could be exempt from God's judgment. They believed they could avoid
reaping chaos from the seed of militarism.
Whatever the short-term situation, the longterm answer is clear: "they that take the
sword perish by the sword."
Therefore,
this great nation dare not seek exception
from this terrible moral fact. The Gospel
suggests no exceptions. History offers no
exception. America has had a special cup
of blessings because it sought its destiny
apart from brutality, conscription, dictatorship and the suppression of liberties.
We are deeply sympathetic with the profound dilemmas and agonizing challenges
which men of state are facing.
Surely
now is not the time for glibness since the
peril is real and the problem baffling. As
we face these issues today people are fearful; people are developing deep despair
and bitterness as they think of a third
world war in such a short time after the
second costly global bleeding.
Yet the Mennonite churches believe that
God is using this crisis to force a decision.
Jesus said:"Ye cannot, serve God and mammon."
(Matt. 6:24) This choice is the
supreme issue of our time. No answer
including Christ's answer is easy or safe.
But the safest place in the world is the
doing of God's will as revealed in the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Therefore we respectfully declare that
further extension of the power of the state
over the lives of men through military
training is not desirable; that government
control of immature young people is undesirable; that God does have a way of dealing with evil doers through forgiving love
and moral judgment; that history is a clear
warning against this policy. This hearing
(Concluded on page four)
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Editorial
The Supreme Court
We listened with breathless silence to the
news report that came from the decision of
the Supreme Court in connection with the
now famous Mc-Collum-Champaign case.
Dr. Roy G. Ross, General Secretary International Council of Religious Education, in
the accompanying article deals with some
of the aspects and far-reaching implications of this momentous decision. Read it—
Remember there came a point when Daniel
did not adjust himself to requirements.
— / . N. H.
A Statement by Dr. Roy G. Ross on the
Supreme Court Decision in
McCollumChampaign Case.
The United States Supreme Court has
spoken in the Champaign case. Its decisions should and must be respected by conformity to both the spirit and letter of its
interpretation of the law.
The decision constitutes a great blow to
weekday religious education. Even more
serious is its indication of a changing government attitude toward religion. The decision helps to clarify the implications of
the first and fourteenth amendments for
numerous specific practices, some of which
are cherished by our American people
while others have been of doubtful value.
The court's majority opinion appears to
leave in-doubt the validity of the released
time principle, that is, excusing pupils during school hours for religious instruction
outside the school building. However, the
supplementary statement in which it was
reported that four of the justices concurred
indicated that this court decision was not
intended to invalidate this principle in all
cases while a fifth justice dissented from
the opinion because he feared that it would
have this effect. Thus, it would seem that
a majority of the' justices clearly did not
intend and would not approve invalidation
of the released time principle.
The decision will require drastic readjustment of existing practices by weekday
schools which in the past have been allowed to use public school property as have
other community organizations. This will
be most serious for rural communities
where church buildings are not in close
proximity to public school buildings. However, these adjustments can be made if our
American people fully realize the indispensible place of religion in our American
culture.
The most serious aspect of the decision
is the evidence which it presents of a shift
in government policy from an attitude of
friendliness, encouragement, and helpful
cooperation toward a position of neutrality
if not positive disinterest. This is not in
keeping with our American tradition. Neither do I believe that this position was the
intention of those honored leaders who
framed the first and fourteenth amend-

ments of our Constitution. A strict application of the decision would make illegal many practices which have persisted
since the foundation of our nation.
The official policy of the International
Council of Religious Education in the light
of this decision remains to be determined.
Certainly it will include full compliance
with the law as the Council advises the 3,000 communities with schools enrolling
over 2,000,00 students, these schools now
located in 46 states. It is obvious that this
will mean the discontinuance of use of
public school buildings for religious classes as is now the practice of 40 per cent of
these communities. We hope, however, that
most of these communities will be able to
readjust their procedures so that they can
continue religious classes off of school
premises. The decision will also mean the
discontinuance of certain other practices
which have been followed by a small minority of weekday systems contrary to the
advice of the International Council, including (a) registration of weekday classes in
public school buildings, (b) supervision of
classes by public school authorities, and
(c) entering of grades for religious classes
on public school report cards.
It is my hope that our Protestant church
forces working together in the International Council will take three steps:
First, that the churches will seek further
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clarification of the law with respect to the
released time principle. The Supreme
Court opinion does not seem to clarify this
issue though it appears inconceivable that
the court would deny the right of public
schools and churches to so arrange their
schedules as to provide to each an adequate
opportunity to exercise its legal functions.
Second, that the churches will help weekday schools to adapt existing weekday systems so that they will be brought fully
within the law as interpreted by this and
other decisions of the Supreme Court.
Third, that the churches will give attention to the increasing secularism which
seems to be augmented by this latest
decision of the court regardless of its intention and that it will take steps to obtain
laws which will make constitutionally possible the wholehearted co-operation of
church and state in the pursuance of their
respective functions.
Weekday religious education on released
time has been developed by the churches
with the whole-hearted co-operation of
many public school leaders because of a
common desire to stem the tide of secularism which threatens the religious foundations of American life. It is true that at
times leaders of a community have unwisely embarrassed public school authorities
by exceeding their legal rights in developing such a program. These instances, of
course, are to be deplored.
However, thousands of public educators
are as concerned as religious leaders for
(Concluded on next page)

God or Anti-God
"He that is not with me is against me;
and he that gathereth not with me scattereth abroad." Two great sides have been
in evidence since the creation of man. No
sooner had God formed and placed man in
the garden and fellowshipped with him in
the cool of the day, than along came a foe
bent on breaking this blessed relationship.
Satan successfully sowed the seed of doubt
and in a very subtle manner attempted to
make God a liar.
Every ideal of God has been a target of
vicious attack through the ages. The standard of morals outlined to Israel was bitterly opposed by Baalism. Pure and holy
worship by divinely directed altars was
continually overshadowed and surrounded
by sensual and selfish substitutes that Satan organized in opposition to God.
Activities in the world of today reveal
an all-out attack of anti-God forces. The
grim monster of communism holds in its
vicious grip millions upon millions of enslaved subjects. Where a measure of liberty still exists, this monster is operating as
a "fifth column," a manner that has proven
to be a most successful means among nations who now lay prostrate at its feet. No
more descriptive term can be applied to

communism than the term that it is antiGod. The brutality of its nature and its
mockery of all that is pure and holy makes
it a rampant force that has initiated a
world-wide campaign to overthrow God
and that which is good.
A militant cry of today is "stop communism" and who in this fair land of ours
does not agree with such purpose. Representatively we are among the nations that
oppose communism. Factually we are made
to ask the question, "Are we really and
positively opposed to all that communism
promotes and stands f o r ? " We are making
a name for ourselves as a nation that certainly indicates we are not on God's side.
How sadly disappointing that amid these
terrible days of crisis when U. M. T. is
being promoted, a new selective service act
is in the making and billions are again
being appropriated for the awful goddess
of war, that there is not one indication of
humbling ourselves before God and setting
aside a special day for prayer. Anti-God
forces can only be conquered by the forces
of God himself. Unless we as a nation
line up with God, there is absolutely no
hope that communism will be stopped. To
your knees, Oh America!—/. N. H.
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the spiritual welfare of American youth.
They see the necessity of a close relationship between public and religious education in preparing the citizenry for a democratic nation. This decision seems to deny
the right of such co-operation. Such a
denial has serious implications for the future.
The American people of all religious
faiths should be aroused to a fuller realization of the trends in our American life
which seem to be further crowding religion
out of a central place in our culture. If a
united stand against these trends can be accomplished, the decision will have served
a good purpose.—The Wesleyan Methodist.

A Statement
(Concluded from page two)
is taking place three days after Easter . . .
This reveals that Christ is more powerful
than death itself. Mr. Chairman, we therefore, are opposed to both selective service
and universal military training as unChristian and dangerous in the light of history.
Constantly in our prayers and now with
our direct testimony, we ask you not to
employ evil as an answer to evil.
During the second World War we appreciated the goodwill of government officials toward our leaders and our young
people facing the draft. The attached
statement contains the relevent parts of
our testimony to the President's Advisory
Commission on Universal Training, April
10, 1947. It will clarify our reaction to
this experience under conscription. Finally,
we are attaching a statement made to the
House Select Committee on Post-War Military Policy, June 11, 1945 to reveal the
continuity of our testimony in Washington.
Mr. Chairman, while registering our resolute convictions we want to affirm our goodwill toward the United States government
and our desire to be loyal, useful citizens
as we maintain our allegience to the supreme law of Christian love.
Respectfully submitted,
MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Rev. P. C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kansas
Chairman, Mennonite Central Committee
Rev. Albert Gaeddert, Inman, Kansas
Acting chairman, Peace Section, Mennonite
Central Committee
Rev. Amos Horst, Akron, Pennsylvania
Member, Peace Section, Mennonite Central
Committee
Rev. Don. E. Smucker, Chicago, Illinois
Member, Peace Section, Mennonite Central
Committee
Rev. C. N. Hostetter, Grantham, Pennsylvania
Brethren in Christ Church
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Here Am I
W. 0.

Winger

Isaiah 6:8. "Also I heard the voice of
the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and
who will go for us? Then said I, Here am
I ; send me." Here a very few words say
a tremendous lot. First, the Lord speaks.
There is a cause, a need and a definite reason why he should speak, for he never
speaks at random. Again he says, "whom
shall I send?" Can we not take from
these words that our God is just ready to
send all who will go and that He will use
every useable applicant? But alas, He must
say, "Who will go for u s ? "
Our God freely gave His only Son; our
Saviour freely gave himself; and they wait
for us to be so constrained by that divine
love, that we will volunteer to serve Him.
Undone man with unclean lips kept Isaiah
from going, but confession of such a state
brought him as a recipient before the Almighty God, who gave him the blessed
privilege of saying, "Here am I." Can we
not pray for searching, training and all
that he needed, and, if accepted say, "Send
me."
One of our early missionaries, Brother
Levi Doner, was put through some such
training. He showed concern for souls in
the home land and, feeling unworthy to be
sent to the field, expressed willingness to
help do chores on the African Field to relieve others for preaching. But doing well
with the language, lie became a useful
preacher and worker, and for some ten
years gladly gave his very life for the
cause till God took him. Many Natives

The First Psalm, Revised
Blessed is the church member who walketh not in the way of the worlding, nor
standeth on the baseball ground on Sunday,
nor sitteth in the seat of a card player.
But his delight is in the worship of the
church and to the services he goeth morning and night.
He shall be like a worker in the vineyard of the Lord; who bringeth his friends
unto Christ; his influence also is for good,
and whatsoever he doeth is open and above
board.
The indifferent church members are not
so, but are like the chaff which the wind
driveth away.—Edgemont Church of the
Nazarene.
Ernest W. Lehman, Akron, Pennsylvania
Peace Section Staff, Mennonite Central
Committee
Paul L. Goering, 941 Mass. Ave. NW,
Washington 1, D. C.
Peace Section Staff, Mennonite Central
Committee

were saved through his preaching and called him "father." But why was he sent?
We believe it was because he consented—
volunteered—to go.
Why such questioning, complaining, and
staying at home today? The voice of the
Lord is still saying through the Home and
Foreign Mission Boards, "Whom shall we
send? And who will go for u s ? " There
is no excuse now with so many fields needing labourers, so many boards doing their
very best to send out workers. There is no
need of millions in America growing up
without Gospel privileges or of the heathen
increasing faster by birth rate than we are
making Christians of them. This is a most
desperate need and only rebellion against
God and the lack of a submissive spirit
can keep workers off the Home and Foreign Fields today. Shall we continue to
suffer this most desperate need? Let us
now unite in earnest prevailing prayer for
workers as never before and join with our
risen Lord, who is interceding and waiting for those who will say, "Here am I,
Send me."—Grantham, Pa.

Police Display Formula For
Successful 'Boozer'
GEORGETOWN, (S. C.) police have posted
on the station wall a sign entitled, "A
Poster for Boozers." It reads: "If you are
a married man who absolutely must drink
booze, start a saloon in your own home.
Be the only customer, and you won't have
to buy a license.
Give your wife two dollars to buy a gallon of whiskey. Buy your drinks from
your wife. When the first gallon is gone,
your wife will have eight dollars to put in
the bank, and two dollars to start over in
business again.
If you live ten years, continue to buy
all your booze from your wife and then
die with snakes in your boots. Your widow will have enough to bury you respectfully, bring up your children, buy a house
and lot, marry a decent man, and forget all
about you."
The prices in the sign referred to prewar corn whiskey, policemen said.

Spurgeon on Personal W o r k
C. H. Spurgeon in advocating personal
work, said, "If you had one hundred empty
bottles before you and threw a pail of water
over them, some would get a little in them,
but most would fall on the outside. If
you wish to fill the bottles, the best way is
to take each bottle separately and put a
vessel full of water to the bottle's mouth.

I
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Shortly after dropping anchor, a corvette of the British navy hailed us and
a^ked what we had aboard. Then in the
A. D. M. Dick
late afternoon the same corvette came up
close and said that we were ordered, under
A stirring account of Bishop Dick's ob- rigidly that we gasp for breath, and strange
the Palestine Emergency Regulations, to
servations of conditions in the Mediter- guttural sounds fill the cabin as we strain
proceed to Haifa. A destroyer hovered
ranean and his experiences crossing the and gasp and sputter over the wash bowl.
several miles away to give emphasis to the
Atlantic.
Muscles ache and the throat is raw and
order. We had a large cargo of tents, and
sore, as spasm after spasm of abdominal
tent equipment, sand-bags, paper sacks,
URLOUGH comes to an end, and arrange- contractions bends us double, while the
some road making machinery, and about
ments have been completed for sailing. brain seems to be floating somewhere out
fifty half-track trucks, (ex army gun-carBut not everything goes smoothly in spite of reach and use.
riers painted over), all consigned to the
of the best of precautions. The first date
The next day is no better. Waves like Jewish Agency for Palestine. We arrived
given us for sailing was January 28. So mountains toss the vessel like a cork,
at Haifa and dropped anchor outside the
on the 23rd the freight shipment was start- although she has 8000 tons of cargo on
breakwater that night, while the destroyer
ed off to New York and delivered on the board. Dishes are crashing, and articles
that followed us up the coast anchored
dock on the 26th. But sailing was then are falling and sliding around everywhere.
alongside of us. The next day we were
postponed until Feb. 10, then again to the Even lying in bed is no rest, for the body
ordered to tie up to a berth inside the
18th, and finally to the 26th. In the mean is rolled from side to side, and heaved up
breakwater, facing the city of Haifa. A
while our freight laid in the dock in New and down, until every muscle aches. Down
police guard was stationed on the ship, and
York in bitter freezing weather, and who out of the north the storm clouds sweep
we were placed incommunicado, no one
knows what damage has been done to tin- over the sky while the waves shake their
being allowed on or off the ship.
ned milk, and fruits, etc! This we will briny manes at us and charge over the
discover in India! On Feb. 25, we went decks, or crash high on the bridge, while
The next ten days were hectic indeed.
to New York, and boarded the ship the the vessel shivers from stem to stern, like After several days, stevedores came aboard
next day at about 3 in the afternoon. Moth- a dog shaking the water from his body as and unloaded sixteen half-tracks from the
er Dick and some of our sisters and a he returns from a swim in the stream. At deck, and barges took them away to the
brother were there to see us off, as well as that moment, a thousand miles at sea, one wharf-side.
The next day some were
the visiting delegation, brother Wolgemuth almost forgets the joys of furlough, and brought back to the ship's side, but finally
and brother Hostetter. Our good friends, the memories of good food and a quiet were taken back to shore again. Finally
brother and sister Musser from -Messiah bed seem to be lost in the agonies of sea- all but three of the half-tracks were got
Home and a niece and cousin from Canada sickness.
ashore and scuttled off to Tel Aviv by
were also in the party, not to forget Joe
trailer truck. By that time the authorities
But as the days wear on the storm passes
Smith who is studying in New York.
woke up, and there commenced a haggling
by, although the vessel had to heave to and
After a brief service in our cabin, the come to a stop during one night while and consulting and tall the rest, no one
party left us. As on three occasions be- deck cargo which has come adrift is lashed seeming to know who was boss and what
fore, mother smiled thru her tears as she down again. Although the fury of the was to be done. Finally the miscellaneous
gave her parting blessing. She is 78 years waves abates, a heavy swell rolls the boat cargo was unloaded, but we were ordered
of age, and it is not likely that we shall so that one can scarcely stand. I was sitting to not unload any more half-tracks. That
again meet on this side of eternity. But on a chair in the cabin holding Prem Nath left 31 in the hold and 3 on the barge
one has well said that "Christians never on my lap, when the chair suddenly skid- alongside of the ship.
say a final farewell," we rest in assurance ded across to the other side of the room
In the meanwhile, small vessels came
of a common meeting place again.
in front of me, where we landed against and went, bringing loads of ragged and
The ship loosed from the wharf just six a door with a bang,—and before we could unkempt Jews from Cyprus, who were legal
minutes too late that night, and was held get balanced the chair rushed back to its immigrants to the Holy Land. It was a
tight against the dock by the swift tide starting place and hit the side of the bed pitiful thing to see, and when they would
going out to sea. So we tied up and left with a crash.
be loaded like cattle into barges and startthe next day at noon, Feb. 27. In conRunning south of the Azores we finally ed for the shore, they would break out in
trast to the previous day, the air was spark- drop anchor in the outer harbor at Gib- singing some ancient hymn in Hebrew. On
ling clear and pleasant, and we drank in raltar, over a day late, and after a crossing shore, just a few hundred yards in front of
the spectacle of New York's famous sky- of the Atlantic that we shall not soon for- us, night after night there was continual
line as the boat moved out to sea.
get. We took on water and fuel oil at shooting with rifles, machine guns, Bren
The next day was pleasant and the sea Gibraltar, and left the next day, March 9. guns, and explosions of grenades and small
calm as we crept up in the lee of the coast. for Tel Aviv at the eastern end of the Med- bombs, with several huge explosions of
But the 29th found us steaming thru snow iterranean. We followed the southern shore heavy bombs and explosives, as houses
and hail storms, with high winds and gales of the sea until after we passed the little were blown to bits by one party or the
tossing the sea up into tremendous waves. island of Pantelleria, and from there fol- other. On Palm Sunday there was a heavy
And as the sea continued to rise with the lowed a direct course to our objective. We explosion directly in front of us on the
rising storm, we felt things inside us sug- had some bad weather in the Mediterran- waterside when an Arab brought a taxi
gesting the same movement and we knew ean, after the first several days.
down the street suddenly jumped from it
what was coming.
On March 15 we dropped anchor off- and let it run on down the street, loaded
March 1 finds the vessel heaving and shore at Jaffa, (the Joppa of Bible times.) with explosives, with the fuse burning. The
pitching like a maddened bronco. Dry With a strong westerly wind, the sea was concussion swept a blast of air over the
crackers is the prescribed diet. The sen- very rough, and it was impossible to estab- ship that sucked curtains in and out again,
sation of floating, with the swim and swing, lish contact with the shore. Before noon and made the ship quiver. The next evelurch and fall of the vessel, brings on a we were told to anchor several miles farth- ning a heavy explosion blew up several
nausea that contracts the muscles of the er north, opposite Tel Aviv, the modern bus3es a little farther off and killed a lot
abdomen in knots over the stomach so Jewish city in Palestine.
(Continued on page nine)

Back to the Field
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The World's Greatest Sin
Allen G. Brubaker
Scripture reading, Isaiah 14:12-19, Text
Exodus 20:17, Thou shalt not covet. We
have been told time and again that the
greatest sin any one can commit is to reject Jesus Christ, but in Isaiah 14:12, we
read, How art thou fallen from heaven, 0
Lucifer, son of the morning! and in Luke
10:18, Jesus said, / beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. Hear Satan's language in Isaiah 14:13: / will ascend into
Heaven, I will exalt my throne above the
stars of God. v. 14, / will be like the most
High. This gives us a picture of Satan.
With covetousness in his heart, Satan
made an effort to defeat God in His power,
and glory. Then God in His Holiness,
Might and Power cast him out and one
third part of the angels with him, because
of their sympathy with his covetous acts.
So covetousness is older than man, and
had its origin in a heavenly body with
heavenly surroundings.
In the Garden of Eden it again was evident in the heart of our first mother, when
she coveted the fruit which God had forbidden her to eat. She was struck with a
deep sense of guilt and shame at her covetous act, and hid in the bushes, blushing
to think of meeting a Holy God whom she
had disobeyed, and she suffered under a
curse that has damned teaming millions
since; all because of this "sin of sins." In
1935 a Hitler with a covetous heart
looked over the map of the world, his heart
burning with a flaming desire for power,
prepared to accomplish his plans to satisfy
his heart's desire, and plunged the world
into another world war which seemed to
have uprooted the very trees of righteousness and further destroyed the moral fiber
of civilization.
May God purge us from this awful sin.
Take covetousness out of our land and all
locks would corrode with rust. Jails and
penitentaries would be turned into apartments, courts houses into community halls,
lawyers and policemen would seek other
jobs.
Cast down by other sins, folk rise again.
But once caught by the spirit of covetousness it is hard for a man to get free.
Gehazi coveted the present Naaman offered to Elisha, and ran after him and lied
to him, and Naaman gave him two talents
of Silver and two changes of raiment, but
when Gehazi came to the man of God and
lied to cover up his covetousness, the man
of God looked down into that heart and
his words fell as millstones on the guilty
man and his leprosy white as snow separated him from society. There is just one
step between covetousness and theft.
Saul coveted the oxen and sheep from
the land of Amalek and took to fill his sin-

ful heart and put the blame on the people,
but when the pure eyes of the prophet
Samuel looked in his face, Saul trembled
and Samuel said, "because thou hast rejected the word of the Lord, the Lord has
also rejected thee from being King," and
soon he turned spiritualist, sought help
from the witch of Endor and was told of
his terrible fate.
Covetousness made Lot move his family
into a moral desert where he saw a good
place to raise fine cattle, but he was too
covetous to see the great danger into
which it would expose his family. Money,
position and fame were the goals of his
covetous heart. But when the fire and
brimstone were falling on his possessions
and his married children and broke his
wife's heart, and in love for Sodom she
turned to look back and became a pillar of
salt, his economic gains were of little
value.
Ahab, coveting Naboth's Vineyard, plotted a scheme to murder Naboth and
brought upon himself the judgment of
God. And covetous B aal am
stepped
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out of fellowship with God into a path of
compromise to get some of Balak's money.
Achan said, "I saw a Babylonish garment and a wedge of Gold and I coveted
them." This sin brought defeat to the armies of Israel and death to Achan and his
family. A fitting epitaph would read,
"Here lies covetous Achan."
Ananias and Sapphira had the same
covetous hearts when they kept part of the
price of their land and lied to Peter, and
the two new dug graves exhibited the striking power of the Holy Spirit upon the two
who coveted the blessing of God without
paying the price.
Covetous Judas sold his Lord for less
than $18.00, and then was struck with such
condemnation that he cried, "I have sinn e d ; " and he threw down his money at the
High priest's feet. And while his body
hung under a tree by a rope, his soul leaped into a Devil's Hell.
It was covetousness that made the rich
Jewish farmer pull down his barns and
build greater. "Others" had no place in his
vocabulary. It was " I " and "My," that
were the words of his speech. "My" and
" I " are used eleven times in this narrative
Jesus told. "My" is the Devil's pronoun.
The rich man's selfish heart made him for(Concluded on page fifteen)

"Why Can't You Sleep?"
"What did you say, Dear? Why can't I
sleep?" Sleep, when my brother-in-law is
a confirmed drunkard, so much so that he
is endangering the life of my sister as well
as his own everytime they go anywhere in
the car; and neither of them a real out and
out Christian. Should they be killed, they
would be ushering into Eternity their own
souls at least and perhaps the souls of
three or four others at the same time.
When his own son, my nephew whom God
kindly brought home safely from the many
dangers of World War II, cursed his father to his face for not seeing what a fool
drink has made of him, and yet that same
young man thinking he has more willpower than his father, likes a cold glass
of beer to be served to him when he comes
home from a warm day's work!
Oh, Husband, did you say "Why can't
you sleep?" How CAN I sleep when your
brother whom I loved from his childhood,
followed a gangster's pattern for his life,
and at my intreaties for him to become a
Christian, answered that he did not feel he
could be happy living that kind of life: A
year later as a result of his kind of life
dropped into the place of torment forever.
A mere boy of twenty-five years but his
soul lives on and on, even though I sometimes awaken telling myself that it cannot be true that he is dead!

And at this moment, in spite of the example set by this young man that sin does
not pay, the same evil influence is playing
a great part in the lives of the children in
your families and mine: the gangster show,
murder radio scripts, stories and pictures
from the "funny books," swearing and indecent dressing of the parents all leaving
their sad mark. And not one of the brothers or sisters of this boy is living for God.
But that's not all that awakens me at
night with a groan on my soul: My father
is somewhere—I know not where—a backslidden preacher for as many years as I
am old. If he had remained true to the
Lord our home would not have been broken up, and I would have had that treasured
possession of a good father which I sometimes covet when I see other happy children with their fathers. Could I know that
he is living somewhere a reclaimed man,
that would be a comfort.
And, dear, the worst of all is your condition! What will I do, if Christ comes
tonight and we two are in one bed, and
the one shall be taken and the other left!
Oh, God, may that never be! But I have
tried to make you see your need of God
for 12 or 15 years, but you only get angry
when I mention the facts of death or the
importance of salvation. And you will not
(Concluded on page fifteen)
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Religious Opinions Vs.
Religious Convictions
Orrie
I.

Religious Opinion.
"All that the Lord hath spoken we will
do. And Moses returned the words of the
people unto the Lord." (Ex. 1 9 : 8 ) .
"Man holds opinions, but conviction
holds the man."
We are living in a world to-day whose
philosophies are lost in unprecedented
darkness because human vacillating opinions have been substituted for eternal unchanging truth. Chaos reigns in the economic, political and religious worlds because selfish human opinion, and not conviction, is dictating the standards of righteousness, of politics and of economy.
Coming more particular to religion,
practically all religious people are yet today, under certain conditions and under
certain tests, willing to boldly say—"All
that the Lord hath spoken, we will do."
But is our religion one of deep conviction
that holds us to our profession of truth, or
are we like Israel of old, whose religious
profession was only an opinion that
changed radically when the circumstances
changed? Has our profession of New
Testament Christianity been one of conviction that has held us true, or have we
changed, and are we changed with the
changing conditions we have met and are
embracing in a modern world?
When we hear people say a loud Amen
to the example and teachings of Jesus
Christ, and then modify their profession by
saying that if Jesus Christ were living today in our modern world, He would both
live and teach otherwise than what He did
in His day, we may know that such religious philosophy is born and reared in
human opinion alone and is void of any
conviction of eternal truth. When we hear
people say that the New Testament teaching on war, on divorce, non-resistance and
other vital doctrines must be changed to
fit our modern times, then we may know
that we are face to face with a "chameleon" religion that can change its color to
fit any surrounding.

Yoder
and strong religious prejudices, parents,
teachers and preachers have too often
taught to us the standards of our faith, as
mere religious opinions, rather than having taught us out of a deep conviction of
the truths of the Word of our God. Changing religious opinion is letting us drift
when conviction should be holding us.
Why have so many churches, or church
officials who once stood so strongly and
boldly for religious truth and principle,
even severely administering discipline to
those who have offended, but, when the
same doctrine or principle involved effected churches or officials themselves, or their
immediate families, then discipline or reproof was not in order. Or why are individuals, or groups of individuals at certain times so strong for certain points of
doctrine, and at the same time radically
indifferent and inconsistent in other things
which nevertheless involve the same principle or cause?
Is it too radical to affirm that such irregularities in our religious programs and
purposes, are due to the influence of religious opinions of carnal mankind rather
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than a deep Holy Ghost conviction of
truth? Have we not left our own human
opinions, or the opinions of others, try to
pursuade us that truth can be changed to
fit our own wishes and whims, rather than
having left truth get a deep hold on us.
(Concerning discipline, it is well to note
that men of conviction as noted in the
Scripture were men who first disciplined
themselves before they were mighty in
disciplining others, Cf. Nehemiah, Daniel,
John the Baptist.)
II. Conviction
"For it is not a vain thing for you; because it is your life" (Deut. 32:47)
' ' M a n holds opinions, but conviction
holds the man."
The word "conviction" may not be
found in Scripture but Holy Spirit inspired conviction compared to mere religious
opinion stands verified in Scripture as well
as in all history. Wherever truth has conquored over error, either in the religious
or material world, conviction rather than
human opinion has usually been present.
Many human opinions were once held as
to the nature of the globe on which we
live but it took a Columbus of conviction
to triumph over and forge ahead against
unstable human opinions until he reached
the new world. Men of conviction rather
than mere human opinion have been the
religious and political founders of the
unique land in which we live.
(Continued on page fourteen)

This is the Way
Roscoe C. Hinkle

"Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the by the wiles of our arch enemy the devil.
ways, and see, and ask for the old paths,
"There is a way that seemeth right unto
ivhere is the good way, and walk therein, a man: but the end thereof are the ways of
and ye shall find rest for your souls. But death." Prov. 16:25.
they said, We will not walk therein." Jere.
"Love not the world, neither the things
6:16.
that are in the world. If any man love
"Enter ye in at the strait gate; for wide the world, the love of the Father is not in
is the gate, and broad is the way, that lead- him." I John 2:15.
eth to destruction, and many there be which
"Ye adulterers and adulteresses,
know
go in thereat: Because strait is the gate, ye not that the friendship of the world is
and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto enmity with God? whosoever therefore will
life, and few there be that find it." Matt. be a friend of the world is the enemy of
7:13-14.
God." Jas. 4:4.
"Wherefore come out from among them,
The above scriptures define and delineate
and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and
the
path
of
life
for
the
saint
of
God.
They
Alas! How the religious world of totouch not the unclean thing; and I will
day is robbed of the joy and blessing of give us a vivid and accurate portrayal of receive you." II Cor. 6:17.
the
only
sane,
safe
and
tried
pathway
that
the deep inner religious experience beLack of separation from the world in
cause they have accepted instead, the thou- will lead us into the land of eternal sunsands of patterns of religious suits that shine and bliss, providing we will not customs, standards, alliances and ambideviate from this path and get on some tions dwarf our spiritual growth. Many
can be put on and off at will!
by-path on our probationary journey of are intoxicated and motivated by the spirit
Oh, the tragedy that with so many of
of this age, whereas we should be empowerus, _ our religion is changing and is not life. However, many are the dangers and
ed, energized, revitalized and baptized by
allurements
that
beset
us
on
life's
journey.
deeply anchored in the "faith of our fathers" and in the "faith once delivered to the Sin, the flesh, and the devil all make their the Holy Spirit. The professed children
saints!" Because of the absence of con- appeal and do their utmost to attract us of God who are flirting with the world must
viction, the winds of religious opinions are into some by-path, fog or morass where we pain the heart of Jesus. The church walkcarrying us away from the port of safety. will become ensnared, entangled, tanta- ing arm in arm with the world is a sad
(Continued on page fifteen)
Because of inherited religious tendencies lized and crippled, if not overcome entirely
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Cedar Springs
ried Bro. Elliot Bitner Dec. 11, 1886. To this
G E N E R A L C O N F E R E N C E O F 1948
union were born six children; Ethel wife of
Sat. 1:30 P. M. & Sun.. May 15-16
Elder Marshall Winger, Boyle, Ontario; Perry.
Illinois l o v e Feast
General Conference of 1948 will convene, Welland, Ontario; Joseph at home; Arthur,
Colborne; and Ruth and Elsie both deColeta, Illinois
June 5-6 D . V., W e d n e s d a y J u n e 9, a t t h e Memorial P&rt
ceased in infancy.
Holiness C a m p Grounds, a beautiful wooded
Kentucky Love Feasts
There leaves to mourn her loss, her husband,
10-acre t r a c t , located 1% miles south w e s t
Bro. Elliot Bitner, her daughter Ethel and
Beulah Chapel.—Sat. afternoon & eve. April 24 of W e s t Milton, Ohio.
three
sons, 12 grand children, and 7 great
Evangel Chapel—.Sat. afternoon & eve. May 15
grand children, besides these there are a numLodging Information
ber
of
nephews and nieces, grand nephews
Ohio l o v e Feasts
and grand nieces, and many friends. Services
F
o
r
those
not
m
e
m
b
e
r
s
of
Conference
who
were conducted at the home and later at the
Valley Chapel
Sat. & Sun. May 8-9
Sippo Valley
Sat. & Sun. June 5-6 m a y wish p r i v a t e lodging accommodations, Bertie church by Elder Wm. Charlton and
Bishop E. J. Swalm. Text I I Peter 1:11. InFairview
Sat. & Sun. May 1-2 a n d w h o would enjoy to c a m p r i g h t on t h e
terment took place in the adjoining cemetery.
grounds, we are prepared to rent tents at
Michigan l o v e Feasts
a nominal c h a r g e . Ilents will be provided
BENDER—Sr. Rosanna Irene Bender, 74,
Merrill
Sat. & Sun., May 1-2
Chambersburg, Pa., died Feb. 13, at the ChamCarland
Sat. & Sun., May 8-9 with electric c u r r e n t (please b r i n g exten- bersburg
Hospital after an illness of ten days.
sion
cord,
bulb
a
n
d
socket),
bed
s
p
r
i
n
g
s
a
n
d
Mooretown
Sat. & Sun., May 15-16
She was born Sept. 20, 1883 in Upper StrasLeonard
Sat. & Sun., May 22-23 s t r a w ticks, a n d will give ample room for
burg,
Pa.,
daughter of the late Frederick and
Detroit
Sat. & Sun., May 29-30 a t least four ( 4 ) p e r s o n s p e r t e n t . ( T h e Mary Kerna Rife.
She was t h e widow of the
late
Jacob
Bender.
cost
will
n
o
t
exceed
$5.00
p
e
r
t
e
n
t
for
ConOntario l o v e Feasts
ference period.)
8r. Bender was a member of the ChambersHowick
'.
Sat. & Sun., May 15-16
burg congregation. She truly loved the Lord
Markham
Sat. & Sun., May 22-23
W
e
a
r
e
p
a
r
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
l
y
desirous
of
finding
and
honored Him with her testimony and her
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LONG—Bro. Elmer Long aged 52 years, 1
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and 1 day, passed on to be with his
A d d r e s s all r e q u e s t s for lodging infor- month
Lord on March 12, at his home near MasterMountain Chapel, Pa
Apr. 18-May 2 m a t i o n or r e s e r v a t i o n s t o :
sonville, Pa.
Evangelist, Eld. Isaac S. Kanode
Irvin R. Hoover
Bro. Long is survived by his wife, Stella
Bradley Long and two daughters; Esther Mae,
> * » i
R. 1
wife of William W. Saylor, and Kathryn Marie
at home, also his maternal parents, Bro. &
Ludlow (Falls, Ohio
GRANTHAM YOUTH CONFERENCES
F u r t h e r a n n o u n c e m e n t s , a s to t r a v e l di- Sr. Daniel Bradley.
He was born in Penn township, a son of the
late David and Kate Williams Long, and was
Two Youth Conferences are being planned rections, etc., will be m a d e l a t e r .
a
member of the Brethren in Christ church.
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to convene on the campus of Messiah Bible
A very interesting remark which was made
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
College this August.
by
Bro. Long's father-in-law, who worked by
H. W. Hoke, C h a i r m a n
The Junior Conference, for ages 12
his side every day was that he never heard
C.
W
.
Boyer,
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him speak evil of anyone. What a commendthrough 15, will convene August 18-20.
able record with which to face a great Judge!
The Senior Conference, for ages 16 or
Funeral services were held in the Masterover, will convene August 20-22.
sonville Brethren in Christ church on March
Plan your vacation to include one of these
16,
conducted by Eld. Arthur Brubaker and
PEACE PROBLEMS CONFERENCE
Bishop Jacob T. Ginder. Text, Job 17:11. Indates.
terment
was made in adjoining cemetery.
Application blanks for attendance will be
A Conference in which the doctrine of
made available in July or early in August.
Non-Resistance will be emphasized will be
Detailed information will a p p e a r in
church publications and through Sunday held at the Manheim Brethren in Christ
Church on May 2. The sessions will begin
Back to the Field
School Superintendents.
at 2:00 and 7:00 P. M. The meeting is open
(Continued from page four)
to all.

Births

EBERLY—A son, Donald S., came to Mess
the home of Bro. and Sr. Charles Eberly,
Manheim, Pa., on March 10.
WENGER—Bro. and Sr. Eldon Wenger, Carlisle, Pa., announce the arrival of a son, William Arthur, on March 31. Mrs. Wenger is the
former Alma Lehman.
ZERCKER—To bless the home of Bro. and
Sr. Ray Zercher, Carlisle, Pa., David Lowell
arrived on Dec. 22, 1947.
LEHMAN—Bro. and Sr. Robert Lehman.
Carlisle, Pa., announce the birth of a daughter,
Fern Irene, in the Seidle Memorial Hospital,
Meehanicsburg, on March 14.
BBUBAKEB—Mr. and Mrs. John Brubaker,
Upland, California, announce the birth of a
daughter, Mary Kathryn, on March 31.

Weddings
DAOrEN-MELLINCrER — On Wednesday,
March 10, at 11 o'clock the wedding of Sr.
Rhoda Mellinger, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Daniel Mellinger, Washington Boro, Penna., to
Bro. Robert Dagen, son of Bro. and Sr. Charles Dagen, Willow Street, Penna., took place in
the Manor Brethren in Christ Church. Bishop
Henry Hostetter officiated, assisted by Eld.
Cyrus Lutz. The wedding was witnessed by
a group of relatives and friends.

Obituaries
GrABMAH—Sr. Elizabeth B. Garman, widow
of the late Harvey Garman, was born July 12,
1865, and passed away suddenly of a heart
attack, March 8, at h e r JluThe in Milton Grove.
Mt. Joy, R. D. 2. She was 82 years, 7 months
and 26 days.
Sr. Garman was a member of the Brethren
in Christ church to which she was faithful
until death.
One son and Ave daughters survive. Phares
B., Mrs. Albert Gingerich, Mrs. Carl Guthridge, all of Mt. Joy R. R. 2; Mrs. Elmer
Summy, Penryn; Mrs. Henry Givler, Manheim;
and Miss Daisey Garman at home. Eighteen
grand children and twenty-eight great grand
children also survive.
Short funeral services were conducted from
her late home March 11. Further services
were conducted in the Mt. Pleasant Brethren
in Christ church by Bishop Jacob T. Ginder,
Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth and Bishop Noah
Risser. Text I I Tim. 4:6-8. Burial was made
in the adjoining cemetery.
BITNER.—Sarah Catherine Bitner, beloved
wife of Elliot Bitner, and daughter of the
late Daniel Steckley of Markham District, and
youngest sister of the late Bishop Peter Steckley was born April 2, 1866, and passed away to
her reward Friday, February 20, aged 81 years,
10 months and 18 days. Sister Bitner was
converted early in life and united with the
church at the age of 15 years, and remained a
faithful member until her decease. She mar-

of Arabs. Then the second night a large
three-story house was blown up by the
Jews almost directly in front of the ship.
The following morning saw a heavy bit of
street fighting, with sharp rifle fire and a
roar of machine gun fire as a dozen or so
Arabs were shot down in the streets. I
was looking at the place through my binoculars, and was amazed to see the windows
of the houses facing the street, filled with
women and girls looking at the battle just
b e l o w t h e m , apparently unconcerned
whether they got hit or not. Our vessel
was fired on several times, and spent and
battered bullets were picked up on the
deck.
Both Jews and Arabs came aboard the
ship, either as guards or stevedores, and
it was most interesting to learn their attitudes. Both blame the British for working
a double game, keeping the Jews and Arabs
at each other's throats so that when the
time comes they will not leave the country.
Both Arabs and Jews speak confidently of
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the outcome. Right here in Haifa the Jews
certainly do have the upper hand, and
from the news one sees in the Jerusalem
papers, it would seem that they have the
upper hand all over Palestine. But the
Arabs boast of being seventy millions in
numbers, (including Egypt, Syria, Trans
Jordania, Persia, and Saudi Arabia), and
that they will soon be able to wipe out the
few Jews that may trouble them. It is a
sinister picture, to say the least.
All the while we are waiting for final
orders about the half-tracks. All the other
cargo for Palestine is off the ship; and
now today, Good Friday, we finally are
told to re-load the three half-tracks in the
barge alongside, and are given clearance
orders to leave the harbor. Our next port
is Port Said, then Jeddah on the Arabian
coast, then Karachi, where we will unload
all the half-tracks, and from there move
on to Bombay. That is, unless something
else turns up along the way to hold us up
some more. The ancient and legendary
British "muddling" has been quite in evidence here in Haifa, and one wonders what
the outcome will be during, the coming
summer.
We are glad to get away again. What
with the fighting in the town just.in front
of us, naval boats moving in and out, police boats on guard over us day and night,
depth charges being set off at night to prevent swimmers from coming out in the
harbor and attaching explosives to the
hulls of vessels, and all the rest of it, including the fact that none dare leave the
vessel to go ashore, our eleven days in
Haifa will be long remembered.
I said to one of the passengers today,
that whenever I read about Mt. Carmel
again, I will remember Haifa. Mount
Carmel's long ridge stretches out in front
of us, from the point on the north at the
entrance of the bay, to the actual peak
itself a few miles south of us. Isaac and
Ishmael are shooting each other and blowing each other to bits all over the land,
and who knows what kind of fire will
purge the land for the next epoch in her
long and ancient history.
Tomorrow morning we stop at Port Said
at the northern entrance to the Suez Canal,
where we hope to mail this letter to you.
We thank you all for your prayers that
have followed us. Our destination, Bombay, is still two or three weeks away, instead of a day or two. The hot season will
be in full swing, and the margin of time
left to us to get our goods across India to
our home before the floods close the railway line is shrinking every day. Please
pray that all may move on according to
God's will and purpose.—Enroute to India.
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With the Church
In The Homeland
BEULAH COLLEGE NEWS
Upland, California..

The New Chapel
Many hearts were filled with gratitude
and praise to God as faculty, students,
members of the Board of Trustees and of
the Alumni Association, and friends gathered in the beautiful new Chapel building on
Friday, March 19, for the first service to be
held there.
In this special Chapel service President
Jesse F. Lady presided. The program consisted principally of prayer, music, and brief
remarks by persons who had had an important part in the building project.
At the beginning of the service, the congregation sang " 0 Worship The King," the
traditional Beulah College hymn, which has
been sung in the opening Chapel service
every fall for over twenty years. Special
music was furnished by two quartets, the
Conquerors and the Vesperians.
Brother Alvin C. Burkholder, Director of
Public Relations, told of some of his experiences in securing the government buildings which are being reconstructed and completely made oven to meet Beulah College
standards and needs.
Other brethren who were given special
recognition included Alvin M. Gish, general
contractor, J. W. Bert, treasurer of the
Board of Trustees and present general superintendent of the building project; Abner
B. Haldeman, business manager, of Beulah
College and general superintendent last
semester; John M. Book, chairman of the
Board of Trustees; and Chester C. Eckman,
president of the Alumni Association and
newly-elected Alumni member on the Board
of Trustees.
Different ones of these speakers expressed appreciation for the cooperation which
characterizes the carrying forward of the
building program.
Special recognition was also given to a
number of brethren who have worked on the
project as carpenters, plumber, electricians,
painters and lathers.
The building, 37 x 99, is attractive with its
Colonial-Southern California architecture
and stucco exterior. The ample platform
with the radio control room and a music
room adjacent, the quiet prayer room upstairs near the entrance, the automatic aircirculation and heating system, and the
auditorium with a seating capacity of 400
combine to provide an adequate place for
worship and college programs on our own
campus.
The formal dedication of the chapel will
take place at a later date, after other buildings now under reconversion have been completed, likely next fall.
Other Buildings
Another building nearing completion is
the U-shaped structure, which will house
the biological and physical sciences, the
home economics, and the college kitchen
and dining room. Built in California architectural style, it is arranged with an arcade
around the inside of the U. Landscaping
will provide a patio in the center. This
Don't try and seek a companion without building faces the north and is located south
a fault, she may be after the same thing, from the Chapel, where the small tents
were pitched at General Conference time.
(then you will fail.)

The large Industrial Arts building and a
supply building have been placed southeast of the original campus plot. The
gymnasium is to be erected soon about a
block west of the Chapel. A large class
room building is already on its foundation
between these two buildings. Considerable
work is still to be done on these structures.
Education and Spiritual Growth
The spirit of growth and zeal demonstrated in the building program is present also
in the life of the college itself.
The total enrollment for the year has
made a new high record of 190, of whom
145 are regular students. For the first time
the number of regular college students is
larger than the academy.
The spiritual tone has been inspiring. The
spontaneity of the testimony meetings in
Chapel, the earnestness of intercession in
the noon periods of prayer and fasting, the
enthusiasm in gospel team services, the
vital interest in Sunday School work, and
the response to the evangelistic services in
Chapel and in the Upland Church through
the year as well as during special revival
meetings—all these indicate the interest and
activity of the students in spiritual things.
A number of students sought the Lord for
salvation or sanctification last fall during
the evangelistic meetings in which Bishop
J. Lester Myers of Greencastle, Pennsylvania, served as evangelist. As a result of
the meetings five students united with the
Church.
We are now looking forward with faith
and anticipation to the revival to be held
March 28 to April 7 with one of our own
graduates, Brother Wm. F . Lewis, as
evangelist.
Many of our brethren, sisters and friends
from the East and Middle West have shared
spiritual'blessings with us during the year.
They have visited us from Canada, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas and Oklahoma.
Brother and Sister S. W. Landis from Des
Moines, Iowa and Brother and Sister Virgil
Feaster from New Paris, Indiana, are
spending the school year here. The brethren
are in charge of the plumbing and electrical
construction on the new buildings. Brother
and Sister Preston Markley and family of
near Abilene, Kansas, moved to our community last fall.
Will all who read this report join us in
prayer that the plan and purpose of God
may continually be carried out in every
phase of His work at Beulah College?
Alma B. Cassel
Elizabethtown, Pa.
A series of evangelistic services was conducted at the Elizabethtown Brethren in
Christ church beginning February 22 and
continuing until March 21, with Elder John
Rosenbury as evangelist. The community
never witnessed such demonstration of Divine visitation and never was such sharp
criticism afloat.
The Spirit's presence was upon the place
from the very first service. Daily, afternoon and evening prayer services were conducted which added fuel to the flame. More
than 300 persons knelt at an altar of prayer, others prayed through in their homes.
Only two nights passed without anyone at
the altar seeking the experience of justification and that of sanctification. As many
as thirty-five persons responded in one evening.
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Many congregations, several districts and
various denominations benefited by the
Spirit's mighty working. Folk prayed
through and carried the revival fire with
them to their home congregation. Confessions were made by many who did not visit
the altar. Only eternity will reveal the
far-reaching results.
Many curiosity seekers ventured to the
service. Many critical at heart finally succumbed to the strong appeal and pressure of
the Spirit. Others turned away bitter and
hardened, never to return, except by way of
evil reports, which failed to dampen the
ardor and enthusiasm.
A dissatisfied and skeptical group were
transformed into a spiritual power which
shall certainly make their influence felt in
the community in the days and years which
lie ahead.
Prayers are still ascending for a continuance of the revival fire and that the effects
may be realized in our mission fields—home
and foreign.

Cedar Grove Cong., Mifflintown, Pa.
On the afternoon of March 7, a group
gathered at the home of Bro. Chas. Gingrich's for a hymn sing.
March 10, the prayen meeting was largely
attended, both by the members and those
who were not members. There were special
requests for prayer. We exclaim with the
words of the hymn: "Lead on, Oh King
Eternal."
Sr. Elsie Grove was present in our services March 14. We rejoice with her that
the Lord has again touched her body with
His healing power.
Our Sunday School attendance has been
on the increase, for which we are thankful.
A number of our group had the rare privilege of hearing Bishop Shoalts preach during the revival services at Granville.
Dawn services were held at the Free
Spring Brethren Church on Easter morning; a number of our group were present
and reported an impressive service. Our
Bishop Luke Keefer brought the message
to us on Easter Sunday. In the evening,
the topic used in Y. P. meeting was
"Christ's Resurrection." What blessed opportunities to get acquainted with God's
Word.
Ella M. Lauver

Carlisle, Pa.
In keeping with our Theme, "Forward
With Christ," in our Spring Attendance efforts, much enthusiasm has been shown. A
number of original compositions by members of our S. S., written on our theme, are
being sung in our services.
The newest addition to our Sunday
School, our "Nursery Department," is
steadily growing and filled almost to capacity. We find this department to be one of
the very important ones in our School, and
trust that God will richly bless the' consecrated teachers who direct it.
Our Pre-Easter services were held in the
church during Holy Week. Rev. Joel Carlson, Harrisbung, spoke to us on Tuesday
evening on'the Theme, "The Glory of the
Cross." Rev. Eber Dourte, Waynesboro,
brought us the message, "Crucified With
Christ" on Wednesday evening. Local talent
furnished music for these services. Thursday evening the Lord's Supper was observed in a very impressive communion service.
Easter Sunday morning we welcomed six
new members into church fellowship.
We are encouraged with the blessing of
God upon our work at Carlisle and are challenged with the theme, "Forward With
Christ."
Rhoda G. Lehman
Fairview, Englewood, Ohio
Sunday March 7, we had as visitors Eld.
and Sr. Paul George and family from
Africa. Bro. and Sr. George will be giving
us a missionary talk on April, 11.
On Sunday morning, March 14, Bishop
Wilbur Snider gave the morning message.
We always enjoy having Bro. and Sr. Snider with us.
Saturday evening, March 20, the Messiah
Bible College men's chorus gave their program of music which was enjoyed by a full
house.
On Easter morning several from our congregation attended the Sun Rise Worship at
the United Missionary Church in Englewood.
Sunday evening, March 28, the young
people had the service in charge. The program was centered on the Crucifixion and
Resurrection of Christ.
We will have our spring communion meeting on Saturday evening, May 1. Due to
conference being in our district this year we
are having only a Saturday evening meeting.
Dorothy Kniesly
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Delisle, Sask.
Another winter season is passing by, and
we are looking forward to Spring. The
winters here in Saskatchewan seem a bit
drawn out to us; but we are glad for the
comforts of life, and the blessing of the
Lord, "that maketh rich"—for the warmth
of the spirit from day to day.
We have had plenty of cold stormy weather this winter and can assure you we have
all the snow we need; in our yard we have
snowbanks six feet deep in places. Of course
to the children it is wonderful and they've
spent much time in sleighing and building
snow houses. Our little group here at Delisle have been very faithful in attending
the services during the cold winter months;
some come in open sleighs, others in heated
vans. We have been meeting in various
homes for our Sunday services and are
happy to have been invited into two new
homes for regular services.
We are glad for the added interest in the
primary department of our Sunday School
since we are using the felt-o-gram method
of teaching. The little ones have also done
very well in learning their memory verses.
This has been a big encouragement to the
Junior teacher. We joined the Intermediate
and Bible Class together for the winter
months. We were shost-of teachers since
Bro. and Sister Brad Linkletter spent the
winter in the east. We are happy to welcome them home again, their untiring efforts in the Sunday School work is much
appreciated. We feel the Holy Spirit is
working in our midst; we are praying and
looking to God for a revival—pray with us
to this end.
We regret to report the home going of
our eldest member in the person of Abraham Winger. Bro. Winger had lived here
since the beginning of the Delisle work.
We have not been able to keep our appointments at Kindersley during the winter
months, but plan to visit them soon. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank
all those who remembered us over the
Christmas season, for the lovely cards and
letters of encouragement, for the personal
gifts and to the various groups who sent
bedding. They were very much appreciated.
We would not want to forget to mention
our Delisle and Kindersley group, who not
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only remembered us with kind gifts over
tlje holiday season, but who have so graciously shared with us as the Lord has propered them. May the Lord bless each one.
We were happy to have Sr. Pearl Jones and
Sr. Eileen Winger with us over one week
end in January. We bring with this report
a request for prayer—remember our little
girl (Mary) who is entering the hospital
for treatments. Keep us on your prayer
list. Any one who can visit the western
field, we extend to you a most hearty welcome at any time.
Chas. and Pearl Cook
Mt. Pleasant, Mt. Joy, Pa.
REVIVAL—On March 7, our revival
opened with Bishop C. N. Hostetter of Messiah* Bible College as our evangelist. The
services continued two and a half weeks.
Bro. Hostetter's plain and well rounded
teaching ministry proved a great blessing
to us. Many were challenged with a deeper devotion to God and to His word.
About thirty persons knelt at the altar of
prayer. Ten of these for the first time
sought Christ as their personal Saviour. The
others sought for a deeper experience in
Christ.
For what the Lord has done for us we
give all the glory to Him—our Blessed
Lord and Savioun Jesus Christ.
As we go forward with Christ, may He
use these human channels as new recruits
to accomplish- His work.
V. H. M.
Pasadena, Calif.
We at Pasadena Church wish to take
springtime seriously. Farmers and seed
distributors take springtime seriously, they
look upon it as a time for work. If we
were to drive to the country during springtime and find all the farmers sitting in the
shade, letting all their fields lie fallow, we
would worry, if even one planting season
crept by without plowing and sowing, life
for millions would be seriously impaired
and famine would stalk the earth.
No less tragic is the way man has ignored
the springtime of the soul. How slow we
are to plant seeds of obedience and love
which insure a harvest of life everlasting.
The young people of Beulah College come
to us once a month. We pray the Lord will
bless them as they go from place to place.
We want to express our appreciation to
our retired Bishop J. H. Wagaman, who fulfilled his office so nobly. Our prayers with
the blessings of God are extended to our
Bishop Jesse Lady.
Eld. and Sr. Allen Buckwalter of India
have given us several very interesting messages on India and the people of India. The
Sunday School rally was enjoyed by all
present.
Bishop Ray Witter gave a very interesting outline of his trip to the Philippines.
We were favored in our Pre-Easter services to have as speakers, March 24, Dr. H.
G. Brubaker; March 25, Bishop Jesse Lady;
and March 26, Rev. C. R. Heisey.
Ada B. Caufman.
Dallas Center, Iowa
Our revival began March 9 and lasted
through March 21, with Bishop E. J. Swalm
as evangelist. Morning prayer meeting four
days each week proved a great blessing to
the revival. The saints carried a burden of
prayer, and several expressed a need and
prayed through to victory. We all feel revived and the last night eleven young folks
sought God, some to be saved and others for
sanctification. Several of these young folks
have asked to be taken into the church.
(Continued on page fifteen)
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Big-Handed Superintendents
Irene Smith

Caldwell

N the efficient Sunday church school the
superintendent is more than a presiding
officer at the "opening exercises" or a genial fellow flitting from place to place, dispensing smiling good will. He is the administrator of an enterprise that requires
real vision and Christian statesmanship.
His duties will be many. He must therefore have foresight and understanding of
his work. He must be tactful and patient
while he insists on the highest good for all
concerned. He must keep abreast of new
developments in Christian education and
be able to lead his corps of workers to
higher standards of work.
The place of the superintendent in the
new program of the Sunday church school
is far more important than formerly and
requires trained and consecrated leadership.

The school organized to function. Organization should be shaped to serve needs
of well-understood purposes and should be
reshaped to meet demands of a growing
program.
The organization should be
simple and correlated. The superintendent
is the organizer, arranging pupils in working groups, enlisting and training teachers,
and initiating an effective program.

The Qualification of the
Superintendent
The superintendent should feel that his
work is a high calling, not a task, and must
be willing to really give himself to the
work. He must be ever on the outlook for
new ways to improve his school. He should
be the type of person who will pra'y to be
retained as long as he is efficient and gladly
retire when he is no longer at his best. The
following characteristics are essential:

Workers enlisted and trained. One of
the greatest problems of any school is to
secure qualified leaders. The superinten
dent is responsible to see that the best avail
able leadership is being used and that re
serve workers are being trained. He wil
work with the board in planning an ade
quate Christian library. Together they wil
arrange for the workers' conference. This
conference will not be merely a business
meeting nor a rehash of insignificant promlems. It will become the continuous training school for the workers of the church
school.

I
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The superintendent is a member of the
board and while he is interested in all
phases of the educational work of the
church, his primary responsibility is for
the Sunday church school. He will make
a continuous study of every phase of the
Sunday school and will bring his plans
for improvement before the board. He
will then carry out the decisions made by
the board regarding the Sunday school.

A Christian with the confidence of the
church and the community.
A spirit of genuine interest in others
and respect for the personality of all.
The superintendent will be a talent
Mature emotional development. He must scout always seeking unused or untrained
be patient, fair, democratic, and not get
his feelings hurt easily.
Ability to inspire and guide others to be
their best.
Growing in his.own understanding and
self-improvement.
Sunday
Ability to organize and carry plans to a Note: Los Olivos is a branch
School of the Upland Brethren in Christ
finish.
A knowledge of and appreciation of edu- Church conducted in a new housing project
cational ideals and methods. Perhaps the on the edge of their ^city.
superintendent has not reached perfection
A real blessing and thrill was experiencin these qualifications, but his attitude toward them is important. It is his eager ed by those who attended the Los Olivos
striving to grow and to know what is im- Sunday School Convention in Upland,
portant to him; it will inspire others to California, Sunday, February 22.
follow.
The main auditorium of the community
building in which the Sunday School is
The Task Of the Superintendent
The superintendent is the administrative held, was filled to capacity, with both
officer of the Sunday church school. He is children and adults, and an all-time record
fortunate if there is an active board of attendance of 70 was reached.
Christian education in his church. The
Bro. Leslie Unruh, superintendent, gave
board should work with him in organizing the morning welcome, after which Bro.
and' making plans for his school, but he John Book and Bro. Paul Engle assumed
will execute these plans. He is the man the chairmanship of the service.
(mostly behind the scenes) who makes the
Special music was provided by the
whole machine move without friction. He
must take charge of the whole program Treblettes, a ladies' trio from Beulah College.
and see that it goes forward.

talent that might be used to a good advantage in the school. The finding and training of otherwise lost leadership will be
one of the greatest joys which the superintendent can know.
Building and equipment used to advantage. No real superintendent can be satisfied with a poorly kept one-room school
and old-fashioned teaching materials. Even
large buildings are often poorly arranged.
If it is impossible to alter or add to the
building, the good leader will be sure that
the best use is made of the existing facilities.
Work constantly supervised. It is not
enough to organize a program; it must
move forward with continuous improvement. Most Sunday schools run along on
a lower level of achievement than is necessary. They could double their efficiency
if more attention were given to improvement.
As a supervisor, the superintendent makes
a careful study of the work of each department with an eye to improvement. When
he studies a department he plans with the
workers there and together they make plans
for progress. They make an effort to improve the quality of teaching. They endeavor to improve the organization. They
study the equipment and working conditions. They even study the attitudes of the
pupils.
Once the superintendent gets the simple
idea that it is his business to improve the
work of teaching he will find countless
ways to accomplish this purpose.
•—Gospel

Trumpet.

The Los Olivos Sunday School Convention
Three speakers participated in the program. Bro. Gordon Engle challenged the
group as he spoke on, "What a Teen Ager
Can Contribute to the Sunday School." In
her usual forceful and pleasing manner,
Sister Alma Cassel discussed, "What an
Adult Can Contribute to the S u n d a y
School."
The high point of the service came when
Sister Anna Grove presented a flannelgraph talk to the children on the Salvation
Story. At the conclusion of her message,
26 boys and girls and 1 adult came forward and gave their hearts to the Lord
Jesus Christ.
We truly thank the Lord for the way
he has been blessing our Sunday School at
Los Olivos.—Upland, Calif.

«
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Children at the Church Door
Sylvester
"What! All those children join our
church? Why I should say not! What's
the idea anyhow? Do you want our budget
increased above and beyond what it already
is right now? Do you just want to make
a big show—or what they call a 'fine report?' Besides, they're too young to know
what it is all about. No doubt, they were
sincere, but I doubt if they really know
what it means."
"Suffer little children to come unto me
and forbid them not; for of such is the
kingdom." "And a little child shall lead
them."
Presume another, who has been influenced by these words of Holy Writ, trying
to answer the same question. "What? All
those boys and girls join our church? Well,
thank the Lord! What an ingathering of
souls—many of them will soon develop
into stalwart Christians—young men and
women growing up in the church; into
places of leadership and responsibility.
That is the way to start them out; our
church has reached out into the world with
its long arm—the Sunday school—and has
put it around these youngsters; some came
rather reluctantly, but the main thing is
they came. Later they felt the influence
of the Holy Spirit which works in his own
Institution (the church), they have been
saved; and now, not only has the arm of
the church been extended to them; but
their arms are now extended toward that
of the church. Of course they must join!"
I know that Rome was not built in a
single day. And as one has well said, "A
church is not a museum for the display of
eminent saints; but a workshop for the
development of Christian character."
The church is the assembly line, and
when the assembly line can do no more for
its product that product will be taken to
another place. So it is with the church;
the assembly line takes the convert through
every experience necessary to the development of strong Christian character.
I cannot think of a single valid reason
why Sunday school scholars should not
become members of the church as soon as
they are converted. That old objection
concerning the increase of the budget is
all wrong. Are we going to admit that we
are so downright stingy that we close the
church doors to young converts because it
would cost us a little more?
Another objection that has been raised
is that they are not settled. It is sad to
see so much instability among our young
folks, but the staggering thing to me is
that a good many of our older folks wobble
quite a bit too—and if we are to wait until
a person is beyond the place where he
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might fall before we extend to him the
right hand of fellowship; we'd better wait
until disease, accident, or old age has laid
him so low that the doctor says he is about
gone. Then is the time when we should
place the name on our church register.
Quite often one is faced with something
like this—"But they don't realize the full
import of such an act." To be a church
member in the finest sense of the word,
one must have been born again; must believe the Bible whether he knows it all or
not; must attend the services faithfully;
must assume his share of the responsibility
for the financial burdens of the church;
must pray daily.
Now, how much of this did you realize
before you joined the church? It is likely
that you learned most of this after you
were received into church membership. It
is more likely that a person will come
nearer the clarification of his Christian
duty inside the fold of the church. So I
feel that this third objection is but a straw
man with much of the straw gone.
The Lord chose some of His great men
at a later age; but what about Moses?
What about Samuel? What about David,
Daniel and the three Hebrews?
Yes, let us not only allow them to join,
let us urge them to join.—Sunday School
Digest.
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The Sunday Evening Service
Speaks—
I am the Sunday evening service. In
the days gone by I have been used of the
Lord to keep revival fires burning. Through
me churches have been enabled to have .i
continuous tide of evangelism with the fire
of God burning on the altar. The shouts
of new-born Christians were not the uncommon and the "Hallelujahs" of the sanctified were familiar. Thousands of souls
have found God in the brief hour set aside
for me. I doubt if any service of the church
has reached as many people for the Lord
as* I have.
Naturally I can't understand it when
Christians count me of little value—so.
little that they do not attend, do not pray,
do not invite their friends. I can't exist
without the enthusiastic support of the
whole church. Unless I can have that,
just let me die, and then erect a monument
to the memory of a great instrument in
soul saving that was killed by the indifference and carelessness of people who professed to be interested in God's plan to
save a lost and bleeding world. Let me
die! Let my testimony to the world cease
and let my light go out. Then go quickly
and write "Ichabod, the glory of the Lord
is departed," on the front door of your
house of worship.
By the way, how did you vote on the
Sunday evening service? Your absence is
a vote to discontinue the service.—Edgmont
Church of the Nazarene.

The Priesthood of Christ
Rozella
This article was first presented as a discussion topic at a young people's meeting
at Mooretown, Mich. It was later adapted
for publication by one of our contributing
editors, Bishop Edward Gilmore.
S an introduction "To this subject, I
would like you to think back with me
to the time when man was created pure,
holy and without sin. There was not one
thing about him to mar his likeness to
God, and his surroundings in the garden of
Eden were such as would make man happy.
He was created for the purpose of glorifying God and he had a capacity for communion with God. Day by day they talked
together and enjoyed fellowship with each
other.
But one day the scene changed and
Adam became estranged from his God.
Satan had lain a trap for Adam and Eve
and they had fallen into it. Instead of joyfully welcoming God when he came to the
garden, Adam was found trying to hide
himself from God. His apron of fig leaves

A

Lyons
was insufficient to cover his sin from the
eyes of God, and Adam was made to realize that he had lost his place of fellowship
and communion with a holy God. Instead,
a curse fell upon Adam, and he and all
his posterity after him came under the
penalty of a death sentence, both physically and spiritually.
The continuity of Adam's sin is tragically reflected in the ante-deluvian world. The
story of Noah and the ark and the flood
clearly shows the downward trend of the
human family living under the curse of
Adam's transgression.
We discover a new effort on God's part
to meet the need of a sinful race when
Abraham was called to leave his home and
country, and through him God promised to
make a new nation, who would be God's
chosen people. Under the leadership of
Moses the descendants of Abraham were
led out of Egypt toward the promised land.
At Mt. Sinai they were given the Mosaic
Law, which was a wonderful plan on the
part of God to draw his people back to
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Himself. Under the provisions of this law,
priests were appointed to offer many sacrifices and offerings for the sins of the people. Moses and Aaron were high priests
and they acted as mediators between God
and the people. The tabernacle and temple worship was wonderful, but with all its
splendor and the yearly streams of blood
that were shed in sacrifice, the sin question could not be permanently settled. The
blood of bulls and goats could not change
the life nor cleanse the heart from the
power of sin.
The law was weak in that man received
no power to enable him to live up to the
covenant terms between God and men and
they continually forgot God and wandered
away into idolatry.
Judges, kings and prophets all failed to
set up a permanent fear and reverence for
God among the people. From Malachi to
the birth of Jesus was a period of about
four hundred years during which we have
no record of God speaking to the people,
and, as one would expect, the religious life
of Israel weakened and sagged to a very
low level.
But in the fulness of time Jesus came in
fulfilment of the types and shadows of the
law. A new day had dawned because the
Babe of Bethlehem was to become the Saviour of the world. His life was one of
service and purpose. Reconciliation between God and man must be made, and
with the coming of Jesus we have a pure
and sinless one who alone could satisfy the
demands of a righteous God. In Christ we
have not only a perfect high priest to offer
up a sacrifice for sin, but He also became
the sacrifice.
Christ's priesthood is far superior to
that provided in the law. The book of
Hebrews very clearly exalts the-priesthood
,of Christ, and the sacrifice and blood of
Jesus as being better than those of the
Law. His Priesthood was better in that
Christ needed to offer no sacrifice for His
own sins because He was the sinless one.
It was better because the sacrifice needed
not to be repeated yearly. "But now once
in the end of the world hath He appeared
to put a w a y sin by the sacrifice of Himself." Jesus was a better high priest in
that, "He entered not into the holy places
made with hands, which are figures of
the true; but into heaven itself, now to
appear in the presence of God for us."
Jesus not only made an atonement for
sin but He arose from the grave with glorious resurrection power. It is our privilege
to know Him and to have our conscience
purged from evil works to serve the living God. Oh, what a change grace hath
wrought. Jesus our high priest became
the author of eternal salvation, when He
once offered to bear our sin. In Him is
that hope which causes one to stand, to
patiently wait for the glorious appearing
of our Saviour, when we shall be changed.
And then shall be accomplished in us the
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Wit's End Corner
Are you standing at Wits-End Conner
Christian, with troubled brow?
Are you thinking of what is before you,
And all you are bearing now?
Does all the world seem against you,
And you're in the battle alone?
Remember at Wits-End Corner
Is where God's power is shown.
Are you standing at Wits-End Corner
Blinded with wearying pain,
Feeling you cannot endure it,
You cannot bear the strain;
Bruised through the constant suffering
Dizzy, and dazed, and numb?
Remember to Wits-End Corner
Is where Jesus loves to come.
Are you standing at Wits-End Corner,
Your work before you spread;
All lying, begun, unfinished
And pressing on heart and head,
Longing for strength to do it,
Stretching out trembling
hands?
Remember at Wits-End Corner,
The Burden Bearer stands.
Are you standing at Wits-End Corner
Yearning for those you love,
Longing and praying and watching,
Pleading their cause above,
Trying to bring them to Jesus
Wondering if you've been true?
He whispers at Wits-End Corner,
"I'll win them, as I won you."
Are you standing at Wits-End Corner
Then you're just in the very spot,
To learn the wondrous resources,
Of Him who faileth not!
No doubt-, to a brighter pathway
Your footsteps will soon be moved,
But only at Wits-End Corner
Is the God who is able proved.
—Selected.
prophetic pronouncements of John the Revelator, who said, "Unto Him that loved us
and washed us from our sins in his own
blood, and hath made us kings and priests
unto God and his father: to him be glory
and dominion for ever and ever." AMEN.
—Wheeler,

Michigan

Religious Opinion
(Continued from page seven)
The world to-day. like in tragic periods
of the East, is coming to the place where
men of religious conviction are comparatively few. Long ago in the history of
Israel, there may have been many Jews and
Gentiles of religious heritage and practice,
but seemingly a Daniel and his three com-
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panions were the only outstanding men of
conviction.
•But, thank the Lord, it is indeed comforting to know that because these few
were bold to stand for their convictions,
others also received conviction because of
their testimony. (Cf. Dan. 3 & 6) How
wonderful do the writings of such men as
Daniel, inspire within us today, conviction
and set our feet on the immovable rock of
truth!
Individuals of conviction have through
the ages, been God's pillars of holiness and
mercy, and as such, He wants us to be
today. Because of the conviction of the
righteousness and mercy of a Holy God,
Moses by intercession saved the nation of
fickle Israelites whose skin-deep religion
could otherwise not have been countenanced by a just God. Out of Ten Spies, two
men of conviction, Joshua and Caleb, saved from defeat the program of God for
Israel in Caanan which others of changing human religious opinion would have
defeated.
It is interesting to note that conviction
has characterized God's servants down
through the ages. How outstandingly were
the prophets men of deep conviction, and
their ministry was often largely to people
of vacillating religious opinions. The first
individuals mentioned in the New Testament, and those who followed after, were
outstandingly individuals of conviction for
they a few in number, triumphed mightily
and victoriously over multiplied organized
religious opinions of the world in their
day. Surely as individuals of conviction
were God!s sentinels in the Past, so individuals of conviction are the only hope
of the world today.
Coming to ourselves as those who profess to love the Lord and to strictly keep
His Word, we can well afford an inventory
as to whether conviction, or mere religious
opinion is feeding and leading our religious life of to-day? We need to remember
what Moses long ago told Israel, that their
religion was not a vain thing, but their
very life. God has never meant that His
revelation be dragged down into the mud
and dirt of human opinion.
God never meant that our religion was
to be a mere garment that we can put off
and on according to our selfish desires.
God so created and redeemed us that our
Christianity if from Him, must be experimentally one of our very life blood. Furthermore, if our religion is the "faith of
our Fathers" it has not been handed down
to us as a philosophy of mere human opinion but as a very part of the life-blood of
those who bequeathed it to us. Shall we
lightly esteem such a heritage of conviction and fit it to the human opinions of
man?
Now a few words yet as to what makes
or brings conviction: Human beings became individuals of conviction when they
closed their eyes and ears to the changing
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Why Can't You

opinions of man and opened them to the
eternal Truth of God as given by His Word
and Holy Spirit. The Apostles became men
of Conviction when they met Jesus Christ
the Son of God and when the Holy Spirit
who came at Pentecost made real in their
experience salvation from sin through
Christ and His precious blood.
Conviction will come to us when we
likewise open our hearts to that which is
divine and reject as secondary, all that is
human. Conviction for us in such critical
times will come upon us when we like
Daniel forego as inadequate and vain, all
the religious and educational philosophies
of earth's wise men and magicians, and
when we will wait only upon God in definite agonizing prayer. Conviction will
come when we put Christ and His Kingdom first.—Bannock, Ohio.

I could go on and on giving you a picture of the many burdens upon my heart:
The suffering and dying people in the
hospital which I visited today, the ones
from our number who are out of victory
and in dangerous positions as far as getting back to God is concerned, the need of
a good Church building in the little Community God has sent me to work in, the
boys and girls who have moved away from
the locality where they were kept in the
Sunday school, but now are far from what
they used to be, the preachers who are
compromising the gospel message.

This is the Way

Yes, you should have said, "How can
you sleep?" rather than "Why can't you
sleep?"

(Concluded from page six)
as much as attend the house of worship to
give God one moment of your time.

(Concluded from page seven)
Eight hours we sleep while workers toil
To win the lost on foreign soil.
The sun is there while here 'tis night,
But they must have the GOSPEL light.

commentary on Christendom. If the world
masters us, God is excluded. The pursuit
of wealth, fame, honor, business, power,
pleasure, worldly adornment, unholy alliances like the lodge, tobacco, the goddess
of fashion, no harm amusements, race
tracks, beer, and the dance is one of the
traits and characteristics of our age that
gnaws the vitals out of our spirituality.

I always pray before I sleep;
And then when I awake I weep
And cry to God to save the lost—
But fail for them to pay the cost.

"Jesus said I am the way" John 14:6.
"And a highway shall be there, and a way,
and it shall be called the way of holiness;
the unclean shall not pass over it;" Isa.
35:8.

We sit at home and l3ly say,
"We're serving Christ in our weak way,"
And go to bed and soundly sleep
While others work and weep.

According to these scriptures we can see
that the way is strait and narrow. It is a
highway and a holiness way. Jesus leads
the way. It is a clean way. It's the way
the old patriarchs, traveled. Enoch walked
on this way, also Elijah and a host of the
redeemed of all ages. Remember, my dear
brother and sister, there openeth a highway and a low-way, a broadway and narrow and strait-way to each of us. The strait
and narrow way leads to the realms of
everlasting peace, joy and happiness, while
the wide gate and the broad road leads us
to endless agony, misery and despair.
The blood bought and blood washed, the
aristocrats of God's grace and love, those
who count not their lives dear unto themselves, the self abnegated, self crucified,
the wholly and holy consecrated and sanctified walk on this strait and narrow path.
The martyrs and redeemed of all ages
traveled on this path. Those who have
thek names written in the Lambs Book of
Life. I believe there can be heard the
shouts of victory, hallelujahs and amens,
as the saints march along on this path.
They have their eyes fixed on a city whose
builder and maker is God.—Hershey, Pa.

—The Wesleyan

Methodist.

Greatest Sin
%
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others, but he went away sorrowful. "Not
treasures in heaven but treasures on
earth," was his cry. Oh, the thousands
that are forfeiting their Heavenly treasures for worldly fame, and a glittering
crown for earthly wealth that will never
satisfy, and they rob themselves of victory
that is possible in Jesus Christ. Their
covetous heart urges them on into the material world, till the fire has gone out in
their heart, and the family altar has become a dead thing, and their sons and
daughters go out over the threshold of
our "so called" Christian homes and set
sail for perdition. God grant that we had
more Zacchaeuses who would take Jesus
along Home with them. It would mean
happier homes.
May God wake up the Brethren in
Christ, that this awful sin may not destroy
our vision and warp our zeal for things
eternal. Jesus says in Luke 12:11, "Beware of covetousness." And may we fall
on our faces in humble confession and implore the mercy and forgiveness of God on
this awful sin, which is destroying the love
and concern of the Church and smothering
the revival fires which our fathers have
kindled.
In our closing thought we would suggest that it is covetousness that keeps the
mission work of our church at a standstill.
It is covetousness that chooses wealth, fame
and pleasure, which robs us of joy, peace
and glory. It takes Holy Ghost power to
keep this sin of sins out of our hearts when
the very atmosphere is saturated with it.
May God through His grace and mercy
help you to flee from this awful sin tonight, for through Jesus' blood there is
pardon, and deliverance. He will give you
grace and salvation. He will give you a
pure heart and a clean life, and an eternal
reward that will outlast the Sun.—Granville, Pa.

(Concluded from page six)

get his God which gave him sunshine, rain
and weather, and made the growth and
harvest possible. There are two classes of
people, givers and getters Our lives are
not to be cisterns but channels, not reservoirs but rivers. One who lives for self
makes no contribution to life.
All these historical men and a woman
went down because of covetousness and
never got up again. And today, too many
people profess to be saved, yet their covetous heart refuses them to forsake all
and follow Jesus. Thus, the church is full
of dead heads and cold hearts, which has
made it difficult to have revivals. The rich
young ruler coveted his riches and could
not be interested in such things as Sunkissed hills, Jeweled walls, Harps of Gold,
Crowns of Glory or A Heavenly Atmosphere. He wanted his earth possessions
now. This young man would have found
real happiness if he had lost himself in

In The Homeland
(Concluded from page eleven)
Bro. Swalm gave pre-sermon talks two
nights on Peace & Non-Resistance. We had
good crowds from other peace churches at
these services.
On March 12 we were privileged to have
Bishop R. I. Witter give some experiences
that took place on his trip to the Philippines, China, and Japan. Our hearts were
again stirred to hear of the starvation and
need in other lands; also their desire to
hear the gospel story.
Death by accident has claimed a strong,
Christian young man from our community,
leaving a young wife and three small children.
We are looking forward to seeing souls
seeking God. We trust the sacred fires
kindled in our hearts during this revival
may be kept aglow and burning in our
hearts through the coming year as we witness for our Lord.
Esther Keller
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Relief Notes

News Gleanings
Discover Ancient Manuscript
Antedating . any previously discovered
texts of the same book, the earliest known
manuscript of the entire Biblical book of
Isaiah from the old Testament has been discovered in Palestine according to the report
of Professor Millar Burrows of Yale University who is director of the American
School of Oriental Research at Jerusalem.
This copy of the book of the prophet,
found in a well preserved scroll of parchment, is particularly significant since its
origin is dated about the first century B. C.
Earlier manuscripts of the text of Isaiah
have never been dated as having been copied
earlier than the ninth century A.D. This
copy of Isaiah is believed by some to be
the oldest known copy of any part of the
Hebrew Bible.
All of these manuscripts (Isaiah, a commentary on Habakkuk, and two others not
as yet fully identified) have been preserved
for many centuries in the Library of the
Syrian Orthodox Monastery of St. Mark in
Jerusalem. Their discovery at this turbulent time in Jerusalem simply again manifests God's preserving and discovering interest in the vindicating of His verbal revelation to men, which in reality needs no
vindication.
Americans and the Movie
According to recently published figures,
the average American spends about $1 a
month on movies, which accounts for nearly
three-fourths of the total business' in all
commercial places of entertainments. Theatres in this country number about 19,000.
Today, this gigantic industry representing
about 2.6, billion dollars capital investment
has seen its average weekly attendance
rise to an estimated 100 million. Box office
receipts rose to 1.8 billion, triple the prewar figure. Some 30,000 people employed
in making films constitute a pay-roll that
exceeds 300 million.
Do you wonder why America has so little
left to spend upon its spiritual and moral
rehabilitation.
A Literary Protest
Protesting the flood of "pay-dirt" and unclean fiction that has been flooding American markets, the widely circulated religious
magazine (one-and-a-quarter million readers), The Christian Herald, and the John C.
Winston Company have launched a new
readitig club to be called, "The Home Reading Club."
In announcing the literary critics who
shall pass on all books that will be recommended, the editor of Christian Herald declared, "Month after month books are sent
to me for review which are as obscene as
the galley of a cargo ship, but seldom does
the publisher's advertising intimate the
character of his product. A novel insulting
the simplest decencies of life, carrying a
reputable name, enters the home and assaults the mind of youth and age without
warning. We have decided to counter attack."
The reviewing board as presently constituted consists of Daniel Poling, Bess
Streeter Aldrich,- Edwin Balmer, Foulton
Ousler and Drew Pearson.
This likely constitutes one kind of protest
that book publishers can understand.
Mennonite World Conference
Mennonites throughout the world are to
be represented in a conference at Goshen,
Indiana on August 4-5 and at Newton, Kan-
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sas, on August 7-10. About fifty Mennonite
delegates from Europe and South America
are to attend. The overall planning for
this conference is being coordinated through
the Mennonite Central Committee, with
various committees assisting in working out
the details of the conference. Prior to the
actual conference, the delegates from Europe and South America will meet at Akron,
Pennsylvania, for initial orientation on
Mennonites of America, their activities, the
functions of the MCC, etc.
We Ane Still Paying
We are told that three-fourths of the
taxes you paid this year «o for war or national defense or war's aftermath,
Pittsburgh Paper Decries Women Drinkers
Readers of the Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph
have recently become aware of a considerable number of editorials denouncing women, especially motherc. who frequent taverns
and saloons. These editorials are often accompanied with fitting cartoons depicting
women in varied degrees of dissipation. One
entitled "The Blot on the Pedestal," features the base of the Statue of Liberty with
a great blot spatterec' over the base carrying the caption, "Public Drinking of Women."

•*
Another portrays tae "Human Bar-fly," a
great repulsive bloated fly with the face of
a horribly dissipated woman with bulging
eyes and distorted features, leaning over
the bar.
In another issue appears the picture of
an officer struggling with a drunken woman while her small 3on and daughter in
filthy rags huddle tqfrether in shame, grief
and terror.
A late issue gives one entire page to the
problem of drinking women. Under the caption, "America's Tragedy—The Female Barfly" four pictures are portrayed. Number
one is that of two fur-coated young women
(evidently from the upper brackets of society) drinking at the bar and carries the
caption, "Examples." The second, "Men
Outnumbered," showa three women to one
man standing at the bar—each with a foot
upon the rail. Number three, "Unescorted,"
gives a picture of women drinkers lounging
over the bar, while the fourth, "Morning
After," depicts a typical morning scene in
the drunk tank of a city jail when drunken
women arrests awaken to find themselves
on a hard prison cot and give way to bitter
remorse.
'-*«&*
In the article following these pictures
which screams, "Stoo This Infamy," there
is an anouncement that all this must stop
for the protection of. the community.
Against such mo i hers is laid much blame
for juvenile delinquency and crime. Further
declaration is made that the home as an institution will became extinct unless this
promiscuous drinking by mothers is stopped.
Whatever else these editorials may accomplish, they are a real announcement to
thinking America that it is time that we
wake up and that some are now waking up.

European Refugees Transplanted in
Paraguay
One of the most important recent developments in the refugee program has been the
moving of 860 Mennonite refugees by IRO
and MCC to Paraguay. The "General Stuart
Heintzelman" sailed f r o m Bremerhaven
February 24, and arrived at Buenos Aires
March 13. Plans were arranged to take the
860 refugees from Buenos Aires to Paraguay by means of railway and river boat
without delay. By this time it is believed
that all of them are well along the way
toward or settled in Chaco.
It was pleasant to note that this group
was able to continue without interruption,
thus enabling the people to reach their new
homeland without being long delayed as
was the group which came last year aboard
the "Volendam." No definite date has been
released for the sailing of the next refugee
vessel, though it was expected to be early
in this month.
Immigrants Becoming Established in
Paraguay
On his return from work in the Paraguayan Chaco, Edwin R. Schmidt visited the
Volendam colony, and reports his observations as follows: "During my three-day
visit there I made it a point to see all
twelve of the dorfs (villages), and I got a
glimpse of what hard pioneering is like here
in Paraguay. They had progressed to the
point where in some of the dorfs most of
the families were living in their own houses,
although many of the houses had only the
frame work with a roof over it. With the
coming of the winter it will be necessary
that they also close more of the walls. In
some of the dorfs very few were as yet
living in their own houses. However, in
these dorfs more work had as a general
rule been done clearing land and getting a
garden planted."
Relief and Service Personnel
David and Barbara Schwartzentruber of
Tavistock, Ontario, Joseph and Salome Roth
of Corfu, New York, and John Overholt of
Uniontown, Ohio, leave on March 27 for
Poland. John and Anna Yoder of Elverson,
Pennsylvania and Howard Rush of Perkasie,
Pennsylvania leave on March 27 for Belgium. Isaac Baer of Steelton, Pennsylvania
leaves on March 27 for Hungary; John Gingerich of Hartville, Ohio, leaves March 27
for the French Builders' Unit. Orie O.
Miller leaves on March 27 for a two-week
mission in Europe to help make plans for
continuing the work there.
Cornelius and Anna Peters of Yarrow,
British Columbia left on March 25 for Paraguay.
Alice Snyder and Elizabeth Wiebe, who
have been in Europe for a short time, have
received military permits for entrance into
the French Zone of Germany.
Elfrieda Dyck, who accompanied the
group of refugees recently arriving in South
America aboard the General Stuart Heintzelman, left on March 17 for Europe to accompany the next group of refugees sailing
for Paraguay. This second vessel is scheduled tentatively to sail about April 1.
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